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Abstract:
We conduct a series of studies and observe a strong association between spatial and mathematical ability. Study 1 conducted a meta-analysis of 73 studies with 263 effect sizes and revealed a positive correlation between spatial and mathematical ability ($r = 0.25$), but logical reasoning rather than numerical or arithmetic ability had a stronger association with spatial ability.

Study 2 recruited a total of 123 Chinese 4-year-old children in the fall and spring of their second kindergarten year. Results showed that visual spatial skill could predict children’s symbolic arithmetic and pattern construction after half year.

Study 3 ($n=165$) investigated the longitudinal effect of spatial ability on middle school students’ mathematical ability. A main finding is that mental rotation can predict numerical, arithmetical and logical thinking ability after one year.

Study 4 ($n=173$) examined the neural correlates of the association between spatial and arithmetic ability in college students. Results showed that inferior parietal lobule underlie the association between perspective taking and exact arithmetic while the superior frontal gyrus underlie the association between 3D mental rotation and approximate arithmetic.
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